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Mexico could be developed in 20 years
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Mexico’s new finance minister, Agustín Carstens, believes the country is on track to become a fully
developed nation within 20 years.

In an interview with the FT, the first with Mr Carstens to be published in the foreign media, he said 
Mexico today was comparable with Spain or Ireland two decades ago, and that it could undergo a 
similar transformation in the years to come.

“There are countries that in 20 years have carried out significant changes in their productive structure,
per-capita income, in the well-being of the population and I believe that Mexico is in a position to do
something similar,” he said.

Mr Carstens’ optimism about Mexico’s future follows a wave of investor enthusiasm about the new
centre-right government of Felipe Calderón.

Business fears of prolonged political risk following last year’s disputed presidential election have
ebbed away in recent weeks and the stock market index yesterday opened at 28,263 points, the 10th
all-time high so far this year. That compares with 24,962 on November 30, the day before Mr Calderon
took office.

His comments also come as the country of 105m is recording its highest growth in six years. According
to the finance ministry, the economy expanded 4.8 per cent last year. By contrast, average annual 
growth was just 2 per cent in the previous five years.

Mr Carstens accepted that Mexico had a lot of work to do if it intended to emulate the performance of
Spain and Ireland over the next two decades. One obvious challenge, he said, was to introduce
greater competition. The country’s corporate sector has long been dominated by large companies that
dominate their respective sectors, keeping prices high and stifling competition when it tries to emerge.

Another immediate challenge was to carry out a fiscal reform to simplify the present system, which he
described as “very complicated”, to increase government revenue and to widen the  tax base. “The
idea is that everyone pays so that we all pay less,” he said.

Mr Carstens said one central element of the planned fiscal reform was to lessen the Mexican
government’s dependence on oil revenue, which has grown to almost 40 per cent of  total income.

Last year, production at Cantarell, Mexico’s biggest oil complex, began to fall and a lack of know-how
and capital at Pemex, the state oil monopoly, has begun to cast doubts over the country’s ability to
increase – or even maintain – production figures.

“It is impossible to think that a fiscal reform will ‘de-petrolise’ our revenue but the truth is that we no
longer have full confidence in our oil income because the [international] price is very volatile and we
do not have absolute certainty about our production and exportation platform,” Mr Carstens said.
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